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Featured Application: Detection of stresses or stress peaks and potentially aging processes in
the device.

Abstract: Resource-efficient manufacturing with a high degree of freedom in terms of component
shape can be realised through additive manufacturing. The focus can lie not only on the manufactur-
ing process in terms of geometrical correctness, stability, etc., but also on the targeted development of
specific material properties. This study shows the development of hybrid material systems made
of aluminium and the ferromagnetic particles iron, cobalt, and nickel. The aim is to use the fer-
romagnetic properties as sensor properties to enable the easy sensing of material properties such
as the microstructure, fatigue, or occurring stresses. To easily adopt different compositions, hot
isostatic pressing was selected for the characterisation of the material composites Al-Fe, Al-Ni, and
Al-Co with regard to their magnetic properties. Subsequently, transfer to the additive manufacturing
process of wire and arc additive manufacturing gas metal arc welding was carried out by mixing
the powder separately into the weld pool. The study shows that it is possible to prevent a complete
transformation of Ni and Co into intermetallic phases with Al by adjusting the influencing variables
in the HIP process. Magnetic properties could be detected in the composites of Al-Co and Al-Fe. This
work serves as a preliminary work to realise additive components made of hybrid material systems
of Al-Fe, Al-Co, and Al-Ni with the GMA welding process.

Keywords: magnetic properties; hybrid system; sensor properties

1. Introduction

The development of material properties deals, on the one hand, with the modification
and, on the other hand, with the control of the macrostructure and the microstructure. This
study focuses on the control of the microstructure of a pseudo-alloy. The microstructure of
a metal is related not only to its mechanical properties, but also to its magnetic properties.
If modification or damage occurs in the microstructure, this inevitably leads to deviating
magnetic properties. This link should serve as a foundation for the use of ferromagnetic
material properties as sensor properties [1].

Aluminium is weakly paramagnetic, but compared with ferromagnetic materials such
as cobalt (Co), iron (Fe), and nickel (Ni), it can be defined as nonmagnetic. The aim of
this study is to implant the nonmagnetic material Al with ferromagnetic particles iron
(Fe), cobalt (Co), and nickel (Ni). In these materials, regions with identical magnetisation
directions, which are called magnetic domains, are characteristic. Domains with different
orientations are separated from each other by Bloch walls, see Figure 1a. The Bloch walls
shift when a ferromagnetic material is exposed to an electromagnetic field. As a result
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of the shift, the Bloch walls interact with defects such as grain boundaries, dislocations,
or segregations, as, from an energetic point of view, it is more attractive to attach to the
irregularities. This phenomenon, known as pinning of the Bloch walls, is illustrated in
Figure 1b. The interaction of the Bloch walls with defects causes them to move abruptly
when the external applied magnetic field provides enough energy for the walls to tear
themselves away from the defects. This results in a constant change between tearing
loose and pinning on a microscopic level, which Heinrich Barkhausen made audible in
his experiment in 1919, after which the magnetic Barkhausen noise received its name.
This method is used for micromagnetic material characterisation (MikroMach) to generate
magnetic characteristic values of materials. Barkhausen noise analysis also offers the great
advantage of being almost independent of the sensor head coupling [1–4].

Figure 1. (a) 180◦ Bloch wall between two differently oriented domains and (b) pinned Bloch
wall [5,6].

To characterise the material composite of Al with Fe, Co, and Ni, samples were
generated by hot isostatic pressing (HIP). HIP enables the production of a homogeneous,
compact material composite with isotropic material properties. Therefore, an almost “ideal”
material behaviour can be realised for determination of the magnetic properties [7,8].

The HIP process with pure Al has already been explained in some studies, as well
as for Al-Fe [9–12]. For nickel, the focus in the literature is on Ni superalloys and for
Co on Co-chromium or Co-TiC alloys [13–15]. Otherwise, there are only reports on the
melt-metallurgical production of all of the listed material composites [16,17]. The focus of
other studies is the complete transformation of the material composites, such as [11,18], but
not, as here, on the partial preservation of the particles to ensure ferromagnetic properties.

The following study serves as a preliminary work for the implementation of a hybrid
material made of Al with Co, Ni, and Fe, which should be realised by an additive manu-
facturing process, f.e., wire and arc additive manufacturing. Compared with traditional
processes, additive manufacturing offers a high degree of freedom in the production of
complex and hybrid materials, allowing components to be produced in a resource-efficient
way [19,20]. Consequently, the gas metal arc welding (GMAW) process was chosen for
the welding implementation. In the literature, there are already studies on the connection
of Al and Fe with laser welding, which are summarised in [21]. Al-Fe and Al-Ni can also
be joined by magnetic pressure seam welding [22]. Cobalt is welded in compounds with
other elements, for example laser welding of CoCr [23]. It is not obvious from the literature
how to generate a material composite of Al-Ni and especially Al-Co by welding. A new
approach of realising a material composite of Al-Fe, Al-Ni, and Al-Co by the GMA welding
process is presented in this study by implementing the ferromagnetic particles directly into
the weld pool.
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2. Materials and Methods

For the realisation of a high filling density in the HIP capsule, Al, Fe, Co, and Ni are
used in spherical powder form [24,25]. Al, Ni, and Fe have particle sizes of 45 µm to 150
µm. To integrate the influence of the particle size, a Co powder with a 300 µm particle size
was chosen. As the focus of the following investigations is on the ferromagnetic properties
of the materials, the properties are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Magnetic properties of Fe, Co, and Ni [26–29].

Material Lattice
Structure

Magnetic
Permeability µ

Saturation
Polarisation JS [T]

Curie Temperature
TC [◦C]

Fe bcc 250–680 2.15 1043

Co hcp 80–200 1.76 1393

Ni fcc 280–2500 0.61 631

First, the powders are mixed with a 3D shaker mixer for 1 h according to the com-
position in Table 2. Because HIP is only used for the characterisation of the Al-particle
composites and in order not to eliminate the good deformation properties of Al, 10 mass-%
of ferromagnetic particles were initially selected. As no magnetic feedback could be gener-
ated, 30 mass-% was subsequently selected. The 30 mass-% is the maximum percentage
of magnetic particles, as even 10 mass-% significantly reduces the plastic deformation
properties of the Al, which this study verifies. The 3D shaker mixer achieves effective
mixing of the powders through the interaction of rotation, translation, and inversion during
the mixing process. The powder is filled into stainless steel HIP containers, precompacted,
evacuated, and sealed. An HIP system essentially consists of an insulating jacket, a fur-
nace, and a pressure chamber, see Figure 2a. Up to three hip capsules are placed in the
HIP chamber, and after sealing, it is flooded with argon. Surrounded by this inert gas
atmosphere, the capsules are heated to 500 ◦C, whereby the pressure increases because
of heating, see Figure 2b, and they act uniformly on the entire outside of the capsule to
ensure compression over the entire cross-section. A pressure of 1200 bar was selected for
test numbers one to four, and 1100 Pa was selected for test numbers five to seven. After the
heating phase, the temperature and pressure are kept constant for 3 h, and then the cooling
phase begins. After HIP, the specimens have a diameter of 50 mm and a height of 100 mm,
with the cover and base removed because of deformation [30,31].

Table 2. Material composition of the hipped samples.

Test Number Material Mass Fractions [%]

1 Al 100

2
Al 90
Fe 10

3
Al 90
Co 10

4
Al 90
Ni 10

5
Al 70
Fe 30

6
Al 70
Ni 30

7
Al 70
Co 30
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Figure 2. (a) Pressure chamber of the HIP system and (b) pressure and temperature curve as a
function of time [30].

The microstructure and magnetic properties of the resulting hipped materials are
examined for their magnetic properties. Barkhausen noise analysis is used for the detec-
tion of the magnetic characteristics. The Barkhausen noise analysis detects the jumps in
magnetisation caused by the irreversible Bloch walls movement from the 180◦ Bloch walls.
To induce Bloch wall jumps, the material is subjected to time-periodic remagnetisation,
whereby a ferromagnetic material passes through a hysteresis process, see Figure 3a. The
abrupt changes in magnetisation induce voltage pulses in the magneto-inductive sensor,
which is located in the testing head of the measuring instrument, see Figure 3b. The testing
head is placed on the material surface and acts as a transmitter and receiver of the magnetic
signals. MikroMach allows a Barkhausen noise profile curve to be plotted, as in Figure 3a,
with the voltage pulses being most extensive around the coercive field strength HC. For the
measurements, samples with the shape shown in Figure 4a were eroded from the material
produced by HIP, then, the erosion layer was removed, and the Barkhausen noise curve
was recorded at a magnetisation frequency of 55 Hz and a magnetisation amplitude of
70 A/cm. The testing head could be placed vertically on the surface using the setup shown
in Figure 4b [2,4].

Figure 3. (a) Barkhausen noise profile curve in connection with the hysteresis curve and (b) Micro-
Mach sensor construction [4,32].
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Figure 4. (a) Sample form for measuring magnetic properties and the (b) testing device.

In addition to the microstructure and the magnetic properties, the mechanical proper-
ties of the HIP samples are another focus of the investigations. To determine the mechanical
properties, the tensile test was carried out in accordance with DIN EN ISO 6892-1. Specimen
shape A with cylindrical specimen heads and a diameter of 4 mm was selected in reference
to DIN 50125. To remove the tensile specimens from the HIP specimens, cylindrical bars
were eroded from the material and then shaped into the desired final form on the lathe. For
the tensile test, the control mode deformation was selected at a speed of 0.48 mm/min. A
fine strain extensometer was used, which was removed at 1% strain.

After the material combinations of Al with the Fe, Co, and Ni particles were char-
acterised by HIP, the welding realisation followed on the basis of the results by a GMA-
welding process with the Fe powder. The nonmagnetic component is an AlMg3 welding
wire with a diameter of 1.2 mm, whose composition is listed in Table 3. The welding wire
is melted, and the ferromagnetic particles are implemented in the molten bath through
an additional feed line, see Figure 5. Here, it is elementary to add the particles behind
the arc to ensure a lower energy input and to prevent intermetallic phase formation. The
selected process parameters are shown in Table 4. The particles and wire did not receive
any preheating and were introduced into the process at room temperature. The AlMg3
wire was deposited onto an Al plate, which was not preheated either. The particles enter
the AlMg3 melt pool through a powder inlet that was placed at a 67◦ angle to the Al plate.

Table 3. Composition of the welding wire AlMg3 [33].

Element Al Mg Mn Cr Ti

Mass
fractions [%] basis 3.00 0.30 0.10 0.13

Figure 5. Process setup for the admixture of the magnetic powders in the weld pool.
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Table 4. Process influencing the variables of the GMAW process.

Process Puls

Protective gas argon

Forward speed of torch [cm/min] 30.00

Forward speed of wire [m/min] [m/min] 9.50

Voltage [V] 21.50

Current [A] 152.00

Gas supply [L/min] 4.00

Powder supply [g/min] 60.00

3. Results

In the following, the results of the material characterisation based on the HIP process
are firstly described. The microstructure and the mechanical and magnetic properties are
the focus of the investigations. Finally, an idea for the welding implementation is presented.

3.1. HIP
3.1.1. Microstructure

The metallographic preparation of the samples was divided into the following steps:
grinding with SiC abrasive paper of various grit sizes, polishing with diamond paste
of various grit sizes, and recording of the microstructural images using a Leica DM6M
microscope. The pure Al was etched four times for 30 s with Barker after polishing, and then
the microstructure was recorded with polarised light. The unetched microstructure of the
Al-particle composite was visualised using bright field microscopy. A nearly homogeneous,
globular grain structure could be created in the pure Al by HIP, see Figure 6a. The magnetic
particles Co, Ni, and Fe could be implemented homogeneously into the Al matrix, see
Figure 6b, where the formation of intermetallic phases occurred. The reaction between Al
and Co resulted in an intermetallic phase seam around the pure particles, see Figure 6c,
for Ni, and two phase seams appeared, see Figure 6d. Compared with Co and Ni, Fe has
a stronger tendency to form an intermetallic phase with Al because the whole particle is
changed, see Figure 6e,f. Ni and Co develop the same phase seams for 10 mass-% and
30 mass-%, while Fe develops different phases. For the characterisation of the respective
intermetallic phases, an EDX mapping analysis with a Helios Nanolab 600 was carried
out to analyse the distribution of the elements in the Al and particle transition area. The
investigations were conducted under a high vacuum, and an accelerating voltage of 15.0 kV
and a beam current of 1.4 nA were used. A working distance of 5.1 mm was selected
for Al with Co particles, 4.7 mm for Fe, and 6.0 mm for Ni. The findings for the Co
particle, for example, are shown in Figure 7. As a result of the measured components, an
intermetallic phase with the composition Al9Co2 was formed around the pure Co particle.
Ni forms Al3Ni on the outside and Al3Ni2 on the inside around the pure Ni particle. The
10 mass-% Fe led to the formation of Al13Fe4 phases. Further investigations are currently
being conducted for the phase determination of the 30 mass-%, but the microstructural
images in Figure 6f indicate that a different phase was formed.

3.1.2. Mechanical Properties

The averaged mechanical properties from three tensile tests and the associated stan-
dard deviations are represented in Figure 8. Compared with pure Al, the addition of
10 mass-% and 30 mass-% Fe and Ni leads to an increase in tensile strength as well as yield
strength, see Figure 8a,b. In comparison, the composite of Al and Co has a low tensile
strength. The addition of 10 mass-% Co leads to a higher yield strength, at 30 mass-%, it has
similar values as the pure Al. The plastic deformability decreases with the addition of the
magnetic particles, where 10 mass-% Co and Ni show the highest values, see Figure 8c,d.
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Figure 6. Images of the different microstructures through a reflected light microscope of (a) Al and
Al-matrix with 10 mass-% for (b) Ni-, (c) Co-, (d) Ni-, and (e) Fe-particles, and (f) Al-matrix with
30 mass-% Fe.

Figure 7. EDX analysis of the Al matrix with 10 mass-% Co: (a) EDX mapping showing the distribu-
tion of the elemental composition over the selected range, see (b). EDX mapping indicates that a Co
and Al phase has formed in the transition region.
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Figure 8. Characteristic values of the tensile test of pure Al and Al composite with different pro-
portions of magnetic particles: (a) tensile strength, (b) yield strength, (c) elongation at break, and
(d) fracture necking.

The mechanical properties varied strongly as a function of the mass-%. The increase
from 10 mass % to 30 mass-% shows no classified behaviour. With Fe, the tensile stress
and the plastic deformation capacity are increased, but the yield strength is decreased. Co
leads to a lowering of all mechanical properties. Increasing the Ni content decreases the
tensile stress and plastic deformability, while increasing the yield strength. For illustration
purposes, a selected stress-strain curve of each material is shown in Figure 9.

3.1.3. Magnetic Properties

Pure Al is nonmagnetic, which is confirmed by the measurements that have been
carried out with MikroMach. The addition of 10 mass-% is not sufficient to obtain magnetic
feedback from the material. In contrast, magnetic characteristic values can actually be
determined with 30 mass-% Fe and Co. For illustration, the characteristic value Mmax of
the Barkhausen noise analysis is shown in Figure 10. The higher the characteristic value
Mmax is, the more Bloch wall displacements take place on the basis of the existence of
magnetic domains. Accordingly, it was possible to generate an Al composite with magnetic
properties, on the one hand, due to the selective preservation of the Co particle and, on the
other hand, due to a magnetic, intermetallic phase of Al and Fe.
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Figure 9. Stress-strain diagram of Al and Al with different percentages of ferromagnetic particles Fe,
Ni, and Co.

Figure 10. Characteristic value Mmax of the Barkhausen noise analysis for the hybrid materials,
whereby magnetic feedback could be delectated by the addition of 30 mass-% Fe and Co.

3.2. Welding Implantation

The finding from the previous HIP process is that Fe is the most promising element
for generating a sensor property based on a ferromagnetic character. The implementation
of pure Fe, Co, and Ni in the molten bath also resulted in the formation of an intermetallic
phase, see Figure 11, which did not show any magnetic properties in the MikroMach
measurement. The intermetallic phase of Al and Fe is quite homogeneously distributed, see
Figure 11. Co and Ni form larger intermetallic phase areas that are also found throughout
the weld. In addition to the microstructure, the phase fractions in the weld beads were
investigated metallographically. The phase fraction was found to be 24 % Fe, 14 % Co, and
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26 % Ni. Fe had a smaller fractionation with 45 µm to 150 µm compared with Co with
300 µm, resulting in a finer distribution in the weld pool, see Figure 11.

Figure 11. Weld bead of AlMg3 with (a) Fe particles and (b) Co particles.

4. Discussion

The HIP process shows that the implementation of magnetic particles in an Al matrix
makes it possible to use the ferromagnetic properties as sensing properties. Here, Fe and
Co proved to be the most promising elements. The Co particle has the least tendency
to form an intermetallic phase because the phase seam is smaller compared with Ni. Fe
reacts with Al to form a complete intermetallic phase. In terms of magnetic properties, the
study shows that it is not exclusively the maintenance of the pure particle that is targeted,
but also the generation of intermetallic magnetic phases. From the mechanical properties
obtained, a complete implementation of the Al material is not efficient as these lead to
a significant reduction in plastic deformability from 30% by mass. Consequently, it is
desirable to partially integrate the particles into the Al component. The realisation and
determination of the magnetic properties with selective implementation of the particles are
the focus of further investigations. In addition, the dependence of the magnetic properties
on an applied stress state should be determined for this hybrid material combination. For
the application of the selected material systems as sensors, it should be ensured that the
magnetic characteristic values change through variation of the stress states. The correlation
of the magnetic properties with the microstructure is discussed in this study to the point
that different magnetic properties can be determined as a function of the particles. The
change in magnetic properties due to microstructural modifications will be considered in
further investigations.

The welding implementation simply provides the basis for further investigations. A
positive aspect is the homogeneous distribution of the intermetallic phases in the molten
bath. The process setup actually offers the possibility of introducing ferromagnetic particles
into the weld pool. The focus of further investigation is the dependence of the magnetic
feedback of the weld beads on the distribution of the phases, their composition, and the
cooling conditions. The aim is to ensure a controlled addition of specific mass-% of particles
and to be able to use the ferromagnetic properties of an Al-Fe composite produced by the
GMAW process as sensor properties.

5. Conclusions

The study has shown that it is possible to create a hybrid material system consisting
of Al and ferromagnetic particles. The composites of Al-Fe, Al-Co, and Al-Ni were char-
acterised by HIP, with a focus on the microstructure and the mechanical and magnetic
properties. The avoidance of a completely formed intermetallic phase in the Al-Co and
Al-Ni composites by the adjusted Hip process parameters is to be emphasised. In addition,
Fe proved to be the most promising component for detecting ferromagnetic properties.
Regarding additive manufacturing of the material composite of Al and Fe, an approach
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was created to realise this material combination by a GMA welding process. Depending on
the particles, a different phase was established in the weld pool.
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